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Enstatite chondrites and achondrites are the only meteorite classes that contain 
appreciable Si in the Fe-Ni metal phase. The concentration of Si varies with both metamorphic 
grade and petrogenetic type. EH4 chondrites contain approximately 3-3.5 wt% Si whereas EL6 
chondrites contain 1-1.5 wt% (Keil, 1968). The reducing conditions necessary to achieve Si 
concentrations of this magnitude may be the result of either nebular or planetary processes. 
Experiments are being conducted to determine the necessary T-f(0 ) conditions under which these 
Si concentrations may be achieved, and to determine the T - ~ ( O & ~ ~  profie for the Fe-Si-0 
system necessary for nebular and metamorphic modeling of E chondnte petrogenesis. 

The ubiquitous occurrence of Si02 polymorphs in E chondrites suggests that the 
equilibrium: 

may have controlled Si activity in the metal phase (Larimer and Buseck, 1974). Experiments 
have been carried out a t  controlled f ( 0  ) a t  various temperatures to determine both Si activity and 
the Si activity coefficient in Fe metal. 8harges were run in pure silica glass tubes and consisted of 
99.999% pure Fe surrounded by quartz. This assemblage was separated by a silica glass rod from 
the O2 buffer starting material of 99.95% pure tantalum metal. Tubes were subsequently sealed 
under vacuum to create a closed system. At run temperatures, the equilibrium: 

is set up and buffers the oxygen fugacity. The quartz powder gives up Si to the iron metal until, 
by reaction (I), the activity of Si in Fe is controlled by the relation: 

where + is the equilibrium constant of reaction (1) a t  temperature T, f(02) is defined by 
thermodynamic data for reaction (2) (Pankratz, 1982) and a = 1 due to the presence of 
quartz. hper iments  have been carried out between 975' anfi?%OO~ with run durations of 3 
days to over 3 weeks. 

One of the most interesting results was the mobility of metal components. Fe Metal 
crystals were found in areas of the glass tube far removed from the original Fe sample. 
Microprobe studies of these crystals show the presence of Fe, Ta and Si attesting to vapour phase 
transport of Fe and Ta, and the reduction and transport of Si from quartz. Crystals were mostly 
euhedral and often displayed twinning. Sizes ranged from 0.1 to 1 mrn depending on the 
temperature, duration of the experiment and the number of crystals nucleated. Smaller 
crystallites required magnetic sifting to be found. However, in experiment BF-33 run a t  9 7 5 ' ~  
for 24 days, only a few crystallites of z 100 microns were formed suggesting that the mobility of 
metal cations through the gas phase is hindered below this temperature. 

The results of these experiments are given in the following table. 

MetaI Composition (Wt %) 

Sample Fe Ta Si 
BF-32X 1250 95.56 2.71 1.72 
BF-30B 1150 96.32 2.20 1.48 
BF-31A 1050 97.81 1.17 1.03 
BF-3 1B 105Q 99.05 0.51 0.46 

Note that there is a systematic decrease in both Ta and Si with decreasing temperature. This 
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reflects both a decrease in the activity coefficient of Si in Fe and the lower activity of Si required 
as reaction (2) moves further from reaction (1) in f(02)-T space with decreasing temperature. 

It is possible to calculate the activity coefficient(Y) of Si in iron for our experiments using 
thermodynamic data for reactions (1) and (2) and the composition of the metal. The only previous 
data on the activity coefficient of Si in BCC Fe is that of Sakao and Elliot(1975). Their 
electrochemical experiments between 1100~ and 1 3 5 0 ' ~  are reproducible, the data set very 
consistent, and we have every reason to have confidence in them. Below, is a comparison of our 
calculated results and that of Sakao and Elliot for the compositions of interest. Also included is a 
comparison of the f ( 0  ) generated in these experiments as calculated using thermodynamic data 
for the Ta-Ta205 buf?er with that calculated from the results of Sakao and Elliot. 

Sample T ~ C )  X ~ i  Log 7 Log y (S&E) Log fO2 Log f02(S%E) 

Clearly, results of the thermodynamic calculations veer markedly from the calculations 
using the more reliable electrochemical data. One possible explanation is that the thermodynamic 
data for the Ta-Ta205 buffer is incorrect. However, if this is the case, it is calculated that the 
equilibrium constant for reaction (2) would have to be lower by approximately 10% to generate an 
f(02) in accord with those calculated using the data of Sakao and Elliot. Alternatively, it is 
possible that the f(02) in the charge was not that generated by the Ta-Ta205 buffer but rather 
an f(02) generated by the stabilization of another phase. Indeed, Fe2Ta was found as a dendritic 
growth on the remnants of sample BF-30. If this phase is found to be present in all experiments, 
then it is likely that the f(02) experienced by the samples was higher than calculated from 
reaction (2). 

The concentration of Ta in the metal of our experiments indicates that Ta has sufficient 
mobility to maintain heterogeneous equilibrium throughout the whole charge. This was 
surprising. Ta, which has a melting point of 3258 '~ ,  was expected to buffer the oxygen fugacity 
but otherwise remain inert. The experimental results indicate that tantalum is sufficiently mobile 
to contribute several weight percent to the newly grown Fe crystals and in a t  least one instance 
(BF-30, 1 1 5 0 ~ ~ )  form the high Ta compound Fe2Ta. 

More sigdicantly, the experiments demonstrate the volatility of Si and something about 
the kinetics of Si02 reduction. In the case of nebular condensation, it would appear likely that 
elemental Si would continue to reequilibrate between the solar nebula and condensed Fe-Ni metal 
to temperatures below 1 0 5 0 ~ ~  The kinetics of SiO reduction to produce Si in Fe metal also 
indicate that metamorphic models for E chondrites &at make use of reaction (1) (Larimer and 
Buseck, 1974) are likely to be credible to temperatures somewhat below 1 0 5 0 ~ ~ .  

The experimental results also show that equilibrium (1) may be used as a sliding buffer to 
monitor the oxygen fugacity of our future experiments. The advantage of this technique is that 
the buffer is not restricted to specific f(02)-T paths but can be used to explore extensive regions of 
f(02)-T space. 
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